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• Just Because You’re In A School Doesn’t Make You Educational

• Your Mission Does:
  The Mission Of Librarians Is To Improve Society Through Facilitating Knowledge Creation In Their Communities
A Learning-Based Library

- Learning is About Conversations
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- Pask’s Conversation Theory
- Metacognition
- Constructivism/Constructivism
- Dewey (John that is)
- Critical Thinking
- Reflective Reading
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Our Role: Facilitation

• Access
  • To Conversations Not Just Stuff

• Common Core Cannot be Another Cataloging Exercise

• Knowledge/Training
  • Information Literacy=Power

• Environment
  • Safety

• Motivation
  • Intrinsic v Extrinsic
Conversations Are About Participation

- Ditch the Deficit Model
- Community as Collection
Participation is Co-Ownership

- Pine Grove Middle School - Sue Kowalski
- iTeams
  - Training and Tech Support
  - Students and Faculty
- Collaborative Buying Decisions
Librarians are Radical Positive Change Agents
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• If You Don't Want To Produce Worker Bees, Then Don't Be A Worker Bee

• If You Want To Produce The Exceptional BE Exceptional!
Doesn’t Stop with Our Students

• We Are NOT Consumers
• We Are NOT Clerks
• We Are NOT At the Mercy of Publishers or Test Preparers
• We ARE NOT VICTIMS!
Slides and Screencast:
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